of 3m, Neither spokes nor~concentric circles are noticed. The interior of the stupa is filled with
rubble and red earth, The single brick wall of the stilted part of the dome has 12 extant brick courses
rising to a height .:f 1.15 m. The veneering of the dome proper is not extant due to intensive erosion
over ages.
In addition to the above works, a part of the site towards the north of the platform-I is excavated
to verify the existence of any more structures in the area. This revealed only anjopen space. Again a number
of baulks are removed so as to clear the site of obstructions and obtain a panoramic view of the monastic
establishment.
Pottery is only the other item of interest that came to light in the excavation. A baulk is recovered
in the area around Hall-Ill. The entire pottery consists of redware except a rim piece of the fabric
of rouletted ware.
The pottery is similar in fabric and form to that found in the earlier season's work. It is coarse
and badly corroded, often showing up grit and sand particles on the surface. The slip easily
crumbles due to lack of fusion with core. The clay used could be of local source.
The pottery is entirely utilitarian and has few decorative elements. Except a few dishes and small
globular pots, the rest are storage jars with heavy rims on thick sections.
The structural wealth of the site is brought to light through 5 seasons of field work and proves that
the sangharama of Bavikonda is one of the prominent Buddhist centres of Andhra Pradesh. The layout of the
structures reveals the pre-conceived plan of the structural arrangement that suits different aspects of mona-
stic life. The religious structures stand;in north-south alignment, all prominent ones facing the east. The
mahastupa boldly stands out, dominating the surrounding topography. The viharas arranged in a V shape
almost line the periphery of the complex on thres sides. Most fittingly the large congregational platform
lies in between the viharas. The structures intended for secular activities are to the eastern side of the
complex as a separate unit, HalljNo. I identifiedas a refectory, Hall No. II, probably a mona&tic library*
Hall. No, 111 with a, room identified as a dining hall and a store-room and the store-house lying inline
with vihara III are arranged on 4 sides leaving ample space in the centre for easy communications. It is
interesting to note that a .dyeing and washing tank with cisterns is located to the north-east of the complex
Two large tanks used as source of water for general purposes are a little far off from the estab-
lishment situated to the north and north-west of the complex.	' '•
The devotees who took the trade route from the north to the south and vice-versa had to pass thr ough
Bavikonda to reach the nearby Buddhist establishment on Totlakonda hill that abuts the^ea.. The
advantage of its location gaveVBaVikonda the prominence as a Buddhist'pilgrim centres; 'This is attested
by the number of votive stupas we find at Bavikonda, The large number of cells in the vihctr<tst the struc-
tures of the secular nature and the large hall identified as monastic library speak of the site n^t only as a
pilgrim centre, but also as "a centre of learning during the early cep.turie.s.of the Ohristiap. era. ;

